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Litchfield, IL 62056
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National Republican Congressional Committee and Keith A. Davis, Treasurer

320 First Street SE

Washington, DC 20003

Troy Balderson
PO Box 2302

Zanesvllle, OH 43702

Balderson for Congress and Matthew J. Yuskewich, Treasurer

4679 Winterset Drive
Columbus, OH 43220

Rodney Davis
  

Taylorville,IL 62568

Rodney for Congress and Thomas Datwyler, Treasurer

PO Box 344

Taylorville,lL 62568

James Hagedorn
 

Blue Earth, MN 56013

Friends of Hagedorn and Travis Kabrick, Treasurer

11 Civic Center Plaza, Suite 7

Mankato, MN 56001

Claudia Tenney

  
Utica, NY 13501

BEFORE THE
F'EDERAL ELECTION COMMI

Claudia Tenney for Congress and Lisa Lisker, Treasurer
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8469 SenecaTurnpike, Suite 105

Hartford, NY 13413

COMPLAINT

This complaint is filed under 52 U.S.C. $ 30109(aXl) against the National Republican

Congressional Committee and Keith A. Davis in his official capacity as treasurer; Representative

Troy Balderson; Balderson for Congress and Matthew J. Yuskewich in his official capacity as

treasurer; Representative Rodney Davis; Rodney for Congress and Thomas Datwyler in his

official capacity as treasurer; Representative James Hagedorn; Friends of Hagedorn and Travis

Kabrick in his official capacity as treasurer; former Representative Claudia Tenney; and Claudia

Tenney for Congress and Lisa Lisker in her official capacity as treasurer (collectively,

"Respôndents") for apparently violating the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended

(the';Act"), and Federal Election Commission (the "Commission") regulations during the 2018

election cycle. Respondents appear to have impermissibly allocated the costs of numerous

television advertisements, resulting in the NRCC (also known as the "National Republican

Congressional Committee") making, and the campaigns accepting, excessive in-kind

contiibutions that they also failed to report. The Commission should immediately investigate

these violations of the Act and take appropriate remedial action against Respondents'

FACTS

The NRCC and Keith A. Davis in his official capacity as treasurer is a qualified party

committee that supports Republican candidates for Congress and the Republican Party at large.

Representative Troy Balderson is the Congressman from Ohio's 12th congressional

district ("OH-12"). He ran for re-election during the 2018 election cycle. His principal

campaign committee was Balderson for Congress and Matthew J. Yuskewich in his official

capacity as treasurer. Representative Balderson's Democratic opponent in the general election

was Daniel O'Connor. Based on publicly filed reports, as of August 20, 2Ol8,the NRCC spent

$89100 in coordinated party expenditures in this race. Additionally, the NRCC made a $5,000

contribution to Balderson for Congress on May 21,2018.
Representative Rodney Davis ran for re-election as the Congressman from Illinois's 13th

congressional district ("IL-13") in 2018. Davis's principal campaign committee was Rodney for

Congress and Thomas Datwyler in his official capacity as treasurer, and Davis's Democratic

opponent was Betsy Londrigan. On October 15,2018, the NRCC made a.$5,000 contribution to

Rodney for Congress.
Representative James Hagedorn ran for election to the open House seat in the I st

congressional district of Minnesota ("MN-O1") in 2018. His principal campaign committee was

Friends of Hagedorn and Travis Kabrick in his offrcial capacity as treasurer. Hagedorn's 2018

opponent in the general election was Daniel Feehan. As of Octobet 25,201 8, the NRCC had

spent $94,950 in coordinated party expenditures in this race. Further, the NRCC made a $5,000

contribution to F'riends of Hagedorn on September 12'2018'

Claudia Tenney was the Congresswoman from New York's 22nd congtessional district

("NY-22"). She ran for re-election during the 2018 cycle against DemocratAnthony Brindisi.

Her principal campaign committee was Claudia Tenney for Congress and T.isa Lisker in her

official capacity as treasurer. As of September 20,2018,the NRCC spent $92,150 in coordinated
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pafty expenditures in this race.
Representative Nancy Pelosi is the Congresswoman from California's l2th congressional

district ("CA-12") and served as the Minority Leader of the House of Representatives in 2018.

As such, she was one of the most visible Democrats in Congress. She was running for re-

election that year against Republican challenger Lisa Remmer.

Donald Trump is the current President of the United States and he became a candidate for

the2O20 presidential election in January 2017.
In late 2018, the NRCC ran a series of 30-second television ads in coordination with

Balderson, Davis, Hagedorn, and Tenney. The ads all followed one of two patterns. In the first

set of ads-which this complaint refers to as the attempted "hybrid ads"-Respondents named

the relevant Republican candidate and his or her Democratic opponent, and then attacked the

Democratic opponent by tying him or her to unnamed "Liberals," "Progressives," and/or

"Elites." The following ad, supporting Balderson, is illustrative of this category of

communications:
Speaker
Script

Rep. Balderson

I'm Troy Balderson, and I approve this message.

Danny O'Connor
I've spent my entire adult life, every bit of my adult life, fighting for progressive values

Voiceover

What kind of progressive values is Danny O'Connor talking about?

Progressives support open borders and sanctuary cities, and they want to abolish ICE, the law

enforcement agency protecting our community from gangs, keeping drugs out of our schools and

terrorists out ofour country.

Danny O'Connor agrees. Danny O'Connor, just too liberal

'Written Disclaimer
Approved by Troy Balderson. Paid for by Balderson for congress & NRCC

Exhibit A provides the scripts of two other ads mirroring this language.

In the other set of ads-the attempted "multicandidate ads"-Respondents mentioned the

Republican candidate and Democratic opponent by name, mentioned Pelosi by name, and then

criticized the Democratic opponent for embracing Pelosi's agenda and supporting Washington

liberals. The following ad backing Tenney provides an example of this lactic:
Speaker
Script

Rep. Tenney

I'm Claudia Tenney, and I approve this message'

Voiceover

Nancy Pelosi and the Washington liberals'stance on illegal immigration is reckless and
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dangerous: Open borders. Abolishing ICE. Sanctuary cities. Taxpayer benefits for illegal

immigrants. Putting families at risk.

Yet Anthony Brindisi sides with Pelosi on illegal immigration

In Albany, Brindisi voted to give taxpayer benefìts to illegal immigrants, but voted against ten

bills to help our Upstate veterans.

Anthony Brindisi. Illegal immigrants before Upstate New Yorkers.

Written Disclaimer
Approved by Claudia Tenney. Paid for by the NRCC and Claudia Tenney for Congress.

Exhibit B provides seven additional scripts of this nature.

Importantly, in all but one of the ads referenced in Exhibits A and B, the disclaimer on the

ads suggests that the relevant Republican candidate and the NRCC allocated the costs of the

advertisement in some fashion. In one ad, only the NRCC paid and appears to have tried to

allocate the costs in some way.

LEGAL DISCUSSION

When a political committee pays for a communication it has coordinated with a

candidate, the cost of the communication becomes an in-kind contribution to the candidate and

counts against the committee's $5,000 per-election contribution limit to that candidate. Party

committees, including national and state party committees, also have the unique ability to make

"party coordinated expenditures" with candidates in connection with their general elections, in

uàdition to traditional in-kind contributions. These party coordinated expenditures are subject to

a separate limit, which is adjusted for inflation each year. In 2018, the coordinated party

expånditure limit for each state party and national pafiy committee combined was $99,400 per

House nominee in states with more than one congressional district. The Act prohibits

committees from making and accepting contributions beyond the applicable limits and requires

committees to accurately report all contributions and expenditures.

The Act and Commission regulations also provide that, in certain circumstances, when

two or more committees coordinate on an expenditure, the committees can avoid making a

contribution to one another by allocating the costs of the expenditure. For example, the

regulations state that "expenditures made on behalf of more than one clearly identified Federal

candidate shall be attributed to each such candidate according to the benefit reasonably expected

to be derived," as "determined by the proportion of space or time devoted to each candidate as

compared to the total space or time devoted to all candidates." In discussing phone banks, the

reguiations also provide that a party committee and a federal candidate may allocate the costs of
a phone bank 50/50 when the communication (1) refers to only one clearly identified federal

candidate, (2) generically references without identifying other candidates of the same political

party, and (3) does not solicit a contribution or donation. If any candidate or committee pays for
more than its allocable share of the costs of an expenditure, the excessive amounts are in-kind

contributions to the others involved in the expenditure.
Based on these allocation principles, the Commission has approved of two methods by
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which a party committee can share the costs of a communication with one or more clearly

identified federal candidates without making an in-kind contribution or a party coordinated

expenditure with those candidates. Colloquially, these communications are known as "hybrid

advertisements" and "multicandidate advertisements." It appears that the NRCC was trying to

create ads that could be allocated under one of these theories, but this attempt failed.

Significantly, the NRCC's television advertisements do not qualify as either type of ad because

no portion of any ad was allocable to the Republican Party. Therefore, the portion of each ad

paid for by the NRCC must either have been allocated toward its party coordinated expenditure

limit, and reported as such, or treated as an in-kind contribution to the benefiting campaign, and

reported as such. The NRCC does not appear to have allocated the portion it paid for these

advertisements as a coordinated party expenditure or an in-kind contribution to any of the

benefiting candidates, in violation of the law'
A. Hybrid Advertisements

The Commission defines "hybrid advertisements" as "communications that refer both to

one or more clearly identified Federal candidates and generically to candidates of a political

party." A Commission-approved example of a hybrid advertisement is "Vote for John Doe and

our great Democratic team."
Ín2006,the Commission released an advisory opinion discussing the theory on which it

has authorized hybrid ads and how they must be allocated. Drawing on the two allocation rules

addressed above, the Commission observed that hybrid communications are allocable because,

although they serve "in large measure the purpose of influencing the election of the clearly

identified Federal candidate," the party committee also "derives some benefit" by virtue of the

generic party reference. Accordingly, there is a benefit that can be divided and attributed to each

entity sponsoring the communication.
Based on the allocation rule for phone banks, the Commission concluded that, if 507o or

less of the time or space in the hybrid communication (in the case of the advisory opinion, a

mailer) is devoted to the clearly identified federal candidate, the candidate and the party can each

pay for half of the communication. If the communication devotes more than 50Vo of its time or

space to the clearly identified federal candidate, the Commission advised that the party and the

candidate must fall back on the allocation rule for expenditures involving two or more clearly

identified federal candidates, and allocate their share of the costs by measuring "the amount of

ltime orl space devoted to the clearly identified candidate as compared to the amount of ftime or]

space devoted to the generically referenced party candidates."

Subsequently, the Commission has reaffirmed that the basis for allocating a portion of the

costs of a hybrid ad to the party committee is the generic party reference. Commissioners have

stated that "vague references to 'our leaders in Congress,' 'liberals in Congress,'or 'liberal

allies"'are not substitutes for the pafty references. Indeed, the Commission's Explanation and

Justification for the phone bank allocation regulation specifies that a reference must name the

party, such as by saying "our great Republican team" or "our great Democratic ticket."

Here, Respondents'television advertisements involving Rep. Balderson and Rep. Davis

clearly do not qualify as hybrid ads because they do not include a generic party reference, which

is the critical element that makes a communication allocable under the hybrid ad theory. The

adveftisements mention "Progressives," "DC Liberals," and "Liberal Elites," but as noted above,

the Commission's authority is clear that such terms are not substitutes for a reference to the

Democratic Party. Therefore, nothing within the attempted hybrid ads can be construed as a

generic party reference, meaning there is no "benefit reasonably expected to be derived" for the

Republican Party. And without a benefit, there is no basis on which the NRCC can justify paying
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for any portion of an advertisement without either making an in-kind contribution to the relevant

candidate or allocating its costs against its coordinated party expenditure limit in the district,

which the NRCC does not appear to have done here'

And, even if the NRCC wanted to allocate its portion of the ads as a coordinated party

expenditure or in-kind contribution, it does not appear to be permissible in most of the districts at

issue here. As noted above, as of August20,2OL8,the NRCC spent $89J00 in coordinated party

expenditures in OH-12 and on }y'ray 2l,z}l8,the NRCC made a $5,000 contribution to

Balderson for Congress. Thus, assuming the NRCC had been assigned the full coordinated party

expenditure limit spending authority by the Republican National Committee ("RNC") and each

state party in this district in 2018-an amount that could not cover more than a fraction of the

production costs and airtime for a television advertisement. Fufther, the NRCC made a $5,000

contribution to Rodney for Congress in 2018. Even assuming the NRCC had been assigned the

coordinated party expenditure limit spending authority by the RNC and each state party in IL-13,

the NRCC did not report any portion of its spending related to these adveftisements as

coordinated party expenditureì, subject to the limit, and it had already used up its full $5,000

contribution limit.
Therefore, as a result of allocating the costs of these communications to party overhead

when there was no basis to do so, the NRCC appears to have made excessive in-kind

contributions to Balderson for Congress and Rodney Davis for Congress. The candidate

committees also appear to have unlawfully accepted the excessive in-kind contributions, and

none of the committees reported making or receiving the contributions, all in violation of the

Act.
B. MulticandidateAdvertisements

The other option available to Respondents for allocating the costs of the television

advertisement is a theory the Commission more recently approved. In a series of 2OI'7

enforcement matters, the Commission determined that it was acceptable for candidates and party

committees to allocate the costs of "multicandidate ads" based solely on the space/time

allocation formula laid out in the regulations for communications benefitting more than one

clearly identified federal candidate. Multicandidate ads therefore differ from hybrid ads because

the allocation formula does not rely on the phonebank regulation and there is no generic party

reference.
The enforcement matters at issue in2Ol7 involved an arrangement by which the

Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee ("DCCC") and individual Democratic

congressional candidates were allocating the costs of advertisements that clearly identified a

Democratic congressional candidate and addressed the opposing Republican candidate's support

of Trump. The DCCC and the Democratic congressional candidates allocated the costs of each

advertisement using one of the following methods: (l) the candidate paid for the time/space of
the advertisement that addressed his or her Republican opponent, and the DCCC paid for the

time/space dedicated to Trump; or (2) the DCCC and the candidate shared the costs of the time/

space dedicated to the Republican opponent as a coordinated party expenditure, and the DCCC

paid for the time/space dedicated to Trump. The Commission concluded that these allocation

methods were acceptable because each entity was paying "according to the benefit reasonably

expected to be derived" from the advertisement.
Although Respondents'second set of communications appear to be attempting to mimic

these multicandidate ads-by clearly identifying a Republican candidate and addressing his or

her opponent's support of Representative Pelosi-they completely miss the mark. Trump, as a

presidential candidate, appeared on the ballot in every congressional district in2016. Therefore,
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by commenting on Trump's policies, qualifications, or character in its multicandidate

adveftisements, the Democratic Party was deriving a benefit, regardless of where the

advertisements aired. Representative Pelosi, however, appeared on the ballot only in CA-12in
2018. The voters of New York, Minnesota, and Ohio had no ability to defeat Representative

Pelosi or to elect her Republican opponent, Remmer. Therefore, attacking Pelosi's policies in an

advertisement airing outside of California brought no benefit to the Republican Party in that

district or to Remmer. And without a benefit to the Party or one of its candidates, other than the

candidate already paying for a portion of the adveftisement, the NRCC had no basis on which to
pay for any percentage of the ads without allocating those payments as coordinated party

expenditures or in-kind contributions to the benefiting candidates.

As noted above, as of August20,20l8,the NRCC spent $89,700 in coordinated party

expenditures in OH-12, and on }r/ray 21,2018,the NRCC made a $5,000 contribution to

Balderson for Congress. Thus, assuming the NRCC had been assigned the full coordinated party

expenditure limit spending authority by the RNC and each state party in this district, the NRCC

could only make an additional $9100 in coordinated party expenditures in this district in 2018.

Likewise, as of October25,2Ol8,the NRCC spent $94,950 in coordinated party

expenditures in MN-01, and on September 12,2Ol8,the NRCC made a $5,000 contribution to

Friends of Hagedorn. Thus, assuming the NRCC had been assigned the full coordinated party

expenditure limit spending authority by the RNC and each state party in this district, the NRCC

could only make an additional $4450 in coordinated party expenditures in this district in 2018.

Lastly, as of September 20, 2Ol8,the NRCC appears to have spent $92,150 in

coordinated party expenditures in NY-22. Thus, assuming the NRCC had been assigned the full
coordinated party expenditure limit spending authority by the RNC and each state party in this

district, the NRCC could only make an additional S'7 ,250 in coordinated party expenditures in

Claudia Tenney's district in 2018.
Because Respondents'advertisements were not allocable under the multicandidate ad

theory, the time and space in the advertisement dedicated to criticizing Representative Pelosi that

was paid for by the NRCC was an in-kind contribution to the Respondent candidates or needed

to be allocated to the coordinated party expenditure limit. But the NRCC did not have much

room left in its coordinated party expenditure limit in any of these districts (assuming it had been

assigned all of the authority in the district), and had made maximum $5,000 contributions to Rep'

Balderson and James Hagedorn. Thus, because the costs for the advertisements likely exceeded

the NRCC's available coordinated party expenditure limits and contribution limits in each

district, the NRCC appears to have made excessive and undisclosed in-kind contributions to the

Respondent campaigns, which the three campaigns accepted, in violation of the Act.

REQUESTED ACTION

As we have shown, Respondents appear to have violated the Act and Commlsslon

regulations by incorrectly allocating the costs of television advertisements when there was no

legal basis for doing so. This allocation appears to have resulted in the NRCC making, and

Balderson for Congress, Rodney Davis for Congress, Friends of Hagedorn, and Claudia Tenney

for Congress accepting, excessive in-kind contributions that none of the Respondents reported.

Thus, Respondents' actions violated the Act's contribution limits and reporting requirements.

We respectfully request that the Commission immediately investigate these violations and that

Respondents be enjoined from further violations and be fined the maximum amount permitted by
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law
S

S CRIBED AND SWORN to before me this bduy of July 2019

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:

Exhibit A: Unlawful Hvbrid Ads

1) "Progressive" - Troy Balderson & NRCC

Speaker
Script

Rep. Balderson

I'm Troy Balderson, and I approve this message.

Danny O'Connor
I've spent my entire adult life, every bit of my adult life, fighting for progressive values

Voiceover
What kind of progressive values is Danny O'Connor talking about?

Progressives supporl open borders and sanctuary cities, and they want to abolish ICE, the law

enforcement agency protecting our community from gangs, keeping drugs out of our schools and

terrorists out ofour country.

Danny O'Connor agrees. Danny O'Connor, just too liberal.

Written Disclaimer
Approved by Troy Balderson. Paid for by Balderson for Congress & NRCC'

2) "Progressive Planoo - Troy Balderson & NRCC

Speaker
Script

Rep. Balderson

OFFIC]AL SEAL
PERRYA JACKSOII

lolAFV rugUC - STATE 0F |LUNO|S
ilY COtñllSSl0¡¡ EXPIRES :03/1 623
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I'm Troy Balderson, and I approve this message

Voiceover
Don't believe the lies. Troy Balderson suppotts covering pre-existing conditions and Medicare.

It's O'Connor's progressive plan that'll destroy healthcare.

If progressives and DC liberals get their way, socialized medicine means big government-run

healthcare, eliminating private health plans, losing your doctor and long lines, doubles your

federal taxes and costs America trillions.

Danny O'Connor
I've spent my entire adult life fighting for progressive values.

Voiceover
Danny O'Connor - Just too liberal.

Written Disclaimer
Approved by Troy Balderson. Paid for by Balderson for Congress & NRCC.

3) ooHollywood" - Rodney Davis & NRCC

Speaker
Script

Rep. Davis
I'm Rodney Davis, and I approve this message.

Voiceover
From Hollywood to San Francisco to Wall Street. Liberal elites are trying to buy Congress.

The liberal elites want sanctuary cities for illegal immigrants, higher taxes on working families

Betsy Londrigan is their candidate.

Londrigan has raised more than a million dollars from out of state liberals, because they know

she'll support their extreme agenda.

Londrigan and her liberal elites are not for Illinois families.

Written Disclaimer
Approved by Rodney Davis. Paid for by Rodney for Congress and the NRCC.
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Exhibit B: Unlawful Multicandidate Ads

L) "Dangerous Danny" - Troy Balderson & NRCC

Speaker
Script

Voiceover

Nancy Pelosi and Washington liberals are dangerous. They can't be trusted to uphold Ohio

values.

Liberals in Washington want to repeal the middle class tax cuts, implement socialized medicine,

and hike taxes on working families.

Danny O'Connor is just as dangerous

O'Connor brags he cleaned up his office, but used taxpayer money on a life coach, gifts for

friends, and to support aradical left wing group.

Dangerous Danny O'Connor.

Rep. Balderson
I'm Troy Balderson, and I approve this message.

Written Disclaimer
Approved by Troy Balderson. Paid for by Balderson for Congress and the NRCC

2) "Difference" - Troy Balderson & NRCC

Speaker
Script

Voiceover
Pelosi and Strickland left Ohio broke and Ohioans unemployed.

America is back on track. And now Nancy Pelosi and liberals in Congress want to eliminate the

middle class tax cut and ruin our economy again.

Strickland protégé Danny O'Connor agrees

Troy Balderson helped create half a million new jobs and cut taxes
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Rep. Balderson
My top priority will be to fight for good paying jobs and help Ohio's middle class

I'm Troy Balderson, and I approve this message.

Written Disclaimer
Approved by Troy Balderson. Paid for by Balderson for Congress and the NRCC.

3) ool,iar" - Troy Balderson & NRCC

Speaker
Script

Voiceover
Liberals in DC have a habit of lying about their records.

O'Connor lied and inflated his resume, then lied about raising taxes

Now, O'Connor admits that after months of trying to hide it, he'd support Pelosi for speaker.

And with liberal Nancy Pelosi as speaker, America will have open borders for gangs and drugs,

socialized medicine and higher taxes - pushing us back into recession'

Once a liar, always a liar. Danny O'Connor.

Rep. Balderson
I'm Troy Balderson, and I approve this message.

Written Disclaimer
Approved by Troy Balderson. Paid for by Balderson for Congress and the NRCC.

4) "Two Sides'o - James Hagedorn & NRCC

Speaker
Script

Hagedorn
I'm Jim Hagedorn, and I approve this message.

Voiceover
Dan Feehan and Nancy Pelosi. Two sides of a very liberal coin.

Feehan supports letting illegal immigrants take our Medicare dollars

Pelosi? She's for it too
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Feehan's Medicare scheme would end Medicare as we know it, leading to a $32 trillion
government takeover of our healthcare system. Even threatening care at the Mayo Clinic.

And Pelosi is for that too

With Dan Feehan and Nancy Pelosi, that's a coin toss you lose either way

Written Disclaimer
Approved by Jim Hagedorn. Paid for by the NRCC. Authorized by Friends of Hagedorn.

5) "Fail or Succeed" - Claudia Tenney & NRCC

Speaker
Script

Voiceover

Nancy Pelosi and Anthony Brindisi's liberal agenda is too extreme for upstate New York.
Under Nancy Pelosi andAnthony Brindisi, our economy crashed.

Reckless spending. Devastating unemployment. Higher taxes.

Claudia Tenney is fighting for President Trump's agenda in Washington.
Stopping bad trade deals. Better jobs. Higher wages. A growing economy. Middle class tax

cuts.
Claudia Tenney is standing with President Trump and fighting against Nancy Pelosi and the

Washington liberals.

Rep. Tenney

I'm Claudia Tenney, and I approve this message.

'Written Disclaimer
Approved by Claudia Tenney. Paid for by the NRCC and Claudia Tenney for Congress.

6) "Anthony Brindisi Stands with Nancy Pelosi on Illegal Immigration" - Claudia Tenney

& NRCC

Speaker
Script

Rep. Tenney

I'm Claudia Tenne¡ and I approve this message.

Voiceover
Nancy Pelosi and the Washington liberals'stance on illegal immigration is reckless and

dangerous: Open borders. Abolishing ICE. Sanctuary cities. Taxpayer benefits for illegal

immigrants. Putting families at risk.

Yet Anthony Brindisi sides with Pelosi on illegal immigration.
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In Albany, Brindisi voted to give taxpayer benehts to illegal immigrants, but voted against ten

bills to help our Upstate veterans.

Anthony Brindisi. Illegal immigrants before Upstate New Yorkers'

Written Disclaimer
Approved by Claudia Tenney. Paid for by the NRCC and Claudia Tenney for Congress.

7)'6Brindisi-Pelosi Dangerously Wrong on Illegal Immigration" - Claudia Tenney & NRCC

Speaker
Script

Voiceover
Nancy Pelosi and Washington liberals bankroll Anthony Brindisi's campaign because he'll

support their radical immigration agenda: Sanctuary cities. Taxpayer benefits for illegals.

Pelosi, Washington liberals, and Anthony Brindisi. Dangerously wrong on illegal immigration.

Claudia Tenney is working with President Trump to ban sanctuary cities, secure our border, and

end taxpayer beneflrts for illegal immigrants. Keeping our upstate families safe. Putting America

frrst. Claudia Tenney and President Trump.

Rep. Tenney

I'm Claudia Tenney, and I approve this message.

Written Disclaimer
Approved by Claudia Tenney. Paid for by the NRCC and Claudia Tenney for Congress

8) ooPelosi and Brindisi Would Jeopardize Medicare" - Claudia Tenney & NRCC

Speaker
Script

Voiceover

Nancy Pelosi and Anthony Brindisi schemed to give everyone Medicare, even illegal aliens,

ending Medicare as we know it. Costing 32 trillion. Doubling the debt. Pelosi, Brindisi, and

Washington liberals would jeopardize Medicare.

Claudia Tenney and President Trump are safeguarding the benefits seniors depend on. Protecting

Medicare. Strengthening Social Security. Claudia Tenney and President Trump are fighting for

benefits you worked a lifetime to earn.

Rep. Tenney

I'm Claudia Tenne¡ and I approve this message.

Written Disclaimer
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Approved by Claudia Tenney. Paid for by the NRCC and Claudia Tenney for Congress.
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